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ABSTRACT
Though Pharmaceutical industries are growing at a rapid rate, Pharmacy curriculum is not taken pharmaceutical industry into consideration. Both industry and academia have different mindsets and goals. Pharma curriculum is mainly oriented towards the conventional needs of an industry which in turn creates a gap between industry and academia. Pharma graduates do not possess adequate skills to meet all industrial requirements. Students should expose more practical experience apart from the theoretical knowledge. As the world is becoming more and more professionally competent, it is paramount to enhance professional standards of graduates to keep their wheel moving. This is possible through industry academia collaboration. Curriculum should be fostered with inclusion of case studies, training programmes, course works, and summer internships programmes. Simulation lab can also be introduced as it is provided realistic training and skills. Academia-industry interaction should consider as part of the education and industries should come forward and align the course contents with their needs. Academia also should bring changes in the educational system to ensure that industry expectation is met without compromising academic goals. This article emphasizes on gap between industry and academy, major flaws of pharma curriculum with respect to pharma industry, and strategies to improve the situation by laying special emphasis on inclusion of training programme.
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Indian pharmaceutical industry is one of the fastest-growing and most lucrative industries in India, with a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17.46% during 2005-2016. It is expected to grow at a compounded annual growth rate of 15.92% to US$55 billion by 2020. At the same time, India is becoming a favorite destination for multinational pharmaceutical companies owing to its low manpower cost, highly qualified graduates and increased infectious disease. By 2020, India is expected to be among the top three pharmaceutical markets by its progressive growth. This will reflect pharmaceutical job market and pharmaceutical employment will be expanding at a higher rate than the previous years. The pharmaceutical sector will witness a surge in hiring across position and recruitment numbers are poised to continue rising in double digits in the next year. Accepting the fact Indian pharmaceutical industries are growing at rapid rate, it is noticeable that the fresh pharma graduates do not possess adequate professional skills to meet the industrial needs. The reason behind this may be an enormous gap between academia and industries. In India pharmaceutical education is away from the reality. Though industries are the ultimate employer, pharmacy curriculum is not much focused on industry relevant topics. Pharmacy education will not be completed without taking pharma industries into consideration. Pharmacy courses are mostly intended towards the conventional needs of industry; regulatory requirements of pharmaceutical industry are dynamic, which is not restructured in the curriculum.
Curriculum followed by almost all universities in India has not met the international standards and it makes the graduates to be far behind in the global scenario. There is no standardised pharma curriculum for graduates and post graduates till 2017. Pharm D syllabus is more patient centred and uniform all over the India. Pharm D syllabus is not upgraded even after the 9 years of course introduction. Ample number of Pharm D students are recruited in Pharmaceutical industries as Indian government has not paved the way for their recruitment as clinical pharmacists. This difference between what is taught, and the actual requirement of the industry create a gap between industry and academia. It incumbent a lot of financial burden on industries as they have to invest money for training and development of newly recruited students. Shivaji P Gawade and Nitin P Sonaje conducted a survey in academicians and industrial professionals to evaluate present undergraduates curriculum and reported that there is a need for revamping the curriculum and teacher’s training to bridge the gap between college laboratory and industrial practice. Gouri Palaskar and Madhukar Taithe reported that a significant gap exists between skills required by industry and what students acquired during their postgraduation. Now the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) has notified all the pharmacy colleges to implement the newly introduced syllabus for B Pharm and M Pharm courses. PCI has come forth such new regulation with an intention to make the syllabus more of industry-oriented to address the employment problem phased by the students by introducing uniform syllabus for the courses across the country. M Pharm syllabus has been divided into credit based semester system and B Pharm is semester system by 2017. Clinical research, pharmacovigilance and medical writing are the inevitable part of healthcare industry and most of the students are recruited in these sectors irrespective of their post-graduation disciplines. But practical aspects of clinical research, Pharmacovigilance and medical writing are excluded from the curriculum for both graduation and postgraduation. There is no practical session for clinical research in pharm D curriculum. Clinical research is relatively new field in our country. India is growing as the preferred landing place for clinical research for multinational companies because of its multitudes of benefits it offers. Each and every person from producers to consumers, trust the credibility of trials done and safety data provided by the clinical research personnel behind each new drug. The demand of science professional is 40% higher than that of other professionals. It is expected to grow by 13% over the next decade. The number of new drugs released per year is increasing and the chance of career opportunity in this field is also mounting. Drug development process is time consuming and it requires strict vigilance to ensure the safety and efficacy of drug. Safety of pharmaceutical product is not distinct, post effect of drugs which are using in combination with other drugs are unknown. Safety concerns in different groups are also different as children, pregnant women and geriatric people. Although demand of skilled qualified personnel are increased in these areas, academia is not able to produce graduates with adequate professional skills as regulatory reforms and technology upgradations are happening at a faster pace in industry. So periodic education and training are the much needed weapon to bridge the gap between academia and industry.

Major flaws in Pharmacy Education

Pharmacy courses (B Pharm and M Pharm) are mainly oriented towards the conventional needs of industry, and the contents are not updated as regulatory reforms and instrument upgradation are happening at a faster pace. Students are still getting unskilled way of practicals and practical equipments during their graduation span. Moreover practical aspects of the curriculum are not matching with the streamlined workflow. No one knows how much theory is connected to industrial practice or pharmacy practice or in what way they are connected with practical work. As per the new syllabus for M Pharm by PCI, Clinical research is a course of study for Pharmacy practice and regulatory affairs. Basic concepts have been imparted or strengthened by theory wise. But there is a disconnect between theory and actual practice in areas like clinical research. For e.g obtaining informed consent is an imperative step in clinical trials as it is an ethical and legal requirement and procedure varies for literate, illiterates, paediatrics and special populations. Recently audiovisual recording also has been made mandatory in clinical trials. But in practical session they have only included preparation of informant consent form. There are no practical classes for interactive voice response system/ interactive web response system handling (IVRS/IWRS), screening, randomisation, coding, and decoding etc. Pharmacovigilance is another area of concern which is well imparted in theory wise. But practical aspects are not included in the curriculum such as safety reporting during the trial and postmarketing surveillance. Medical writing is not at all included anywhere. Curriculum is fully mugged up of theories in these areas rather than focusing actual practice-based aspects. So, students may not be able to connect theory with actual practice. Non-focused and unspecialized way of learning, outdated laboratory
equipment’s and infrastructure, lack of industrial exposure, teaching takes total priority over research and teachers’ training are the other major areas of concerns impacting on pharmacy education in India.

**Strategies to improve the situation**

The ultimate solution to unravel this problem is either curriculum should be more focused or training programs on relevant areas to be conducted. Curriculum can be fostered, but it may not have focused on industrial relevant topic beyond a certain limit as it is a heterogeneous blend of industrial and clinical subjects. It should be flexible in terms of industrial needs. In the current scenario, it seems to be not practical. So proper designing of training module or industry oriented courses keeping all needs and requirements of industry made compulsory for every student based on their area of interest during their graduation span. These courses can be either developed by respective universities in collaboration with industries or industries can come forward and conduct training programs as per needs. We recommend the revision of curriculum based on following points

- Revise curriculum by focusing more actual practice oriented concepts rather than mugged up of theories, emphasizing latest technologies and techniques used in industries, and encouraging students and teachers for industrial training
- Develop industry oriented online or offline courses or training programs and make it compulsory
- Include case studies and simulation lab to get realistic experience in training programs and promote focused and specialised way of learning.

**Why training programs are needed?**

As per WHO, training is required if there is a gap between current status and desired status, to maintain the level of competence and to respond the new technologies and methods. A good training program is always targeted to address performance problem. Principle objectives of training are to enhance the knowledge, improve the attitudes and work behaviour and build and strengthen the skills. Here the gap is little or no interaction between academia and industry and out dated course contents. So, training programs should be more focused on current industrial needs. An emphasis on the concept of case studies and simulation lab in training programs will strengthen the basic knowledge of graduates. Here it demands proper designing of training programs incorporating both basic knowledge and practical aspects which in turn will pave the way for the upgradation of pharmacy education.

**Importance of Case studies and simulation lab in education**

By incorporating the case studies, students get deeper insights of a complex issue in its real life context. Case studies not only provide deeper understandings of the theory portion but also make the more complicated topic into simpler one. It helps the students to create the practical solution to the real dilemma. For e.g., case studies of adverse drug reaction, unanticipated problems involving risks to subjects, and informed consent procedure. The role of technology in pharmacy education is cardinal as the rate of growth and development of educational technology keeps increasing. Simulation lab in pharmacy education holds great potential in its ability to expose students to a variety of experiences. It provides realistic training and skills to students. This has already been implemented in medical education in foreign countries addressing the current gaps in education. For eg, a pharmacy student planning to go into Pharmaceutical industry as a clinical research associate may graduate without ever knowing the practical aspects of informed consent process or current PV practices. By participating in a full-environment simulation, a student can learn and practice the skills involved in such a situation.

**CONCLUSION**

Training programs can be introduced into the curriculum as skill development program and made compulsory for every student to attend the training program based on their area of interest during their graduation span. Initial basic knowledge regarding the work skills will help the fresher to accomplish their goals. Such training program should be more focused on industrial relevant area and can be conducted as joint venture of industry and institution. Industries should come forward and align the course content with industrial needs as part of industry academic collaborations for developing the training modules. Academia industry interaction should be encouraged and considered as part of education. In IT sector many companies have started collaboration with engineering colleges and universities. For example, Infosys has launched a program called Campus connect to align the education with the industrial need. Wipro also initiated one programme Wipro academy of software excellence in association with BITS (Pilani) to prepare the fresh graduates for careers. Curriculum should be finalised in consultation with industrial expert and review frequently. Revival of pharmacy education including the incorporation of training programs is the need of the hour, which in turn will pave the way to make our graduates more confident and competent.
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SUMMARY

• Contributor 1 is pursuing PhD in the same area. So, she has been done adequate literature search. Contributor 2, 3, 4 and 5 helped in the design of the paper, data acquisition, editing and review. Contributor 3 and 4 already published one article on “bridging the pharmaceutical education” in currents in pharmacy teaching and learning. Formerly said article focuses on the clinical pharmacy settings. They have developed and implemented some modules in postgraduate students in some selected area. They adopted problem based teaching and learning method. This elicited a positive response from students and good results were reflected in the students’ assessment performance. Contributor2 has guided one thesis related to pharmacists’ training programme. All above cited works are related to the area of hospital pharmacy and clinical pharmacy. Though pharmaceutical industries are the ultimate employer, curriculum is not much focused on the industrial relevant topics. We have already done one pilot study regarding “need assessment of professional training programme” in students by using questionnaire.